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(57) ABSTRACT 

A vibration control System comprising an actuator, and a 
Sensor useful for controlling vibrations in systems for fab 
ricating electronics equipment. The actuator may comprise 
One or more plates or elements of electro-active material 
bonded to an electroded sheet. 
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR VIBRATION 
CONTROL 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims the benefit of U.S. Appli 
cation No. 60/117,671, filed Jan. 28, 1999, and is a continu 
ation-in-part of U.S. application Ser. No. 09/261,475, filed 
Feb. 26, 1999, which is a continuation-in-part of U.S. 
application Ser. No. 08/943,645, filed Oct. 3, 1997, which is 
a contination of U.S. application Ser. No. 08/188,145, filed 
Jan. 27, 1994, the disclosures of each of which are hereby 
incorporated by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002. In the competitive marketplace which exists for 
automated Surface-mount (SMT) electronics equipment, 
including Systems for fabricating electronicS equipment or 
components, improvements in accuracy and Speed are a 
Significant advantage. Such equipment is often used in 
fabricating, for example, Semiconductor chips, printed cir 
cuit boards, liquid crystal displays, and thin film devices, 
and may feature multiple gantry/head assemblies, linear 
motors, photoimaging Systems, etching Systems, and/or a 
number of other technologies. The present invention relates 
to devices and methods for reducing vibration inherent in 
Such equipment during operation thereby to improve the 
Speed and/or accuracy of Such equipment. 
0003) For example, modern photolithography tools 
require extremely high exposure accuracy. This can only be 
achieved if the levels of elastic displacement at crucial 
points in the tool do not exceed Several nano-meters. Since 
lithography tools contain numerous moving parts Such as the 
reticle and wafer Stages, they are Subject to persistent 
disturbing forces acting on their structure. Moreover, the 
tool Structure is Subject to environmental disturbances Such 
as floor vibrations and air turbulence. While the level of 
these disturbances can be reduced, they cannot be eliminated 
in their entirety. 
0004. There are a number of existing techniques 
employed to limit the elastic vibration of lithography tools. 
For example, the Stiffness of the Structure that Supports key 
elements Such as the lens assembly may be increased, tuned 
mass damperS may be used, the Signals applied to the 
moving Stages may be shaped, or the floor vibrations may be 
isolated using actively controlled air Springs. While effective 
in reducing elastic vibration, these methods often do not 
meet the Stringent requirements of more advanced photoli 
thography tools. 
0005. Current efforts to control vibration on SMT place 
ment equipment include placing frictional damping device at 
the end of the gantry. This “friction block” serves mainly to 
Stabilize the gantry and head trajectory control System, but 
it also has been shown to reduce the Settling time during 
certain pick and place operations. However, the effective 
neSS of the friction block depends on precise tuning of the 
normal force (or pre-load). The friction block tends to wear 
out quickly, greatly reducing its effectiveness and contami 
nating the rest of the machine with particles. Moreover, the 
friction block works against rigid body movement, resulting 
in slower operation of the equipment. The vibration control 
System of the present invention, which comprises an actua 
tor assembly, Serves to replace the friction block entirely 
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while improving Settling time, or, alternatively, to operate in 
conjunction with the friction block, providing additional 
accuracy or Speed of operation. 

0006. One aspect of the present invention relates to 
actuator elements useful for active vibration reduction, 
Structural control, dynamic testing, precision positioning, 
motion Sensing and control, and active damping. Electro 
active materials, Such as piezoelectric, electroStrictive or 
magnetostrictive materials, are useful in Such tasks. In one 
embodiment of the invention, bare electro-active elements 
are used. In another embodiment, packaged electro-active 
elements, as described herein, are used. 
0007 Thus, improvements are desirable in the manner in 
which vibration is controlled in systems for fabricating 
electronic components, as well as the manner in which an 
actuator is attached to the equipment to be controlled. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. In one embodiment of the invention, a vibration 
control System is provided comprising an actuator assembly, 
and a Sensor for Sensing a parameter of movement or 
performance. The vibration control System is particularly 
useful for controlling vibration in Systems for fabricating 
electronicS components, which often include one or more 
gantry assemblies, head assemblies, and/or moving Stages or 
components. Contemplated Systems for fabricating electron 
ics components include, but are not limited to, pick and 
place Systems, lithography Systems, and those used to fab 
ricate Semiconductor chips, printed circuit boards, liquid 
crystal displays, and thin film devices. However, the devices 
and methods of the invention would be useful in fabricating 
Systems of any Sort, Such as machine tool equipment, milling 
equipment, or Systems used in an automated assembly line. 
Also contemplated are Systems for fabricating electronic 
components wherein the Systems comprise a lens System, a 
wafer Stage, and a structure for Supporting the lens System 
and wafer Stage where the lens System creates an image on 
the wafer Stage Such as would be used in modern photoli 
thography. 

0009. In one embodiment, an active vibration control 
System for use with a photolithography fabricating System 
includes the following components: a Sensor that measures 
the displacement levels at the key points, or provides infor 
mation from which Such information can be estimated; a 
digital or analog processor that can compute a control Signal 
based on the Sensors input, and an actuator that can induce 
elastic displacement in the Structure. 
0010. In a particularly preferred embodiment, an actuator 
useful in an active vibration control System used in con 
junction with photolithography tools is non-reactive and 
does not require back Support (actuators that require back 
Support may excite elastic vibrations in the Support Struc 
ture, which may be re-introduced unto the tool), and has a 
very low distortion profile (an actuator array designed to 
control Structural vibration at a given frequency or band 
must not excite any vibration outside that band). 
0011. In a particularly preferred embodiment, a vibration 
control System in accordance with the invention comprises 
an induced-Strain actuator that acts directly on the Strain 
State of the Structure, and has virtually no distortion. Such an 
actuator can excite, and therefore control, only the elastic 
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Vibration modes of the controlled Structure, leaving all other 
vibration modes (such as the modes of various equipment 
housing structures, etc.) uncontrolled. This contributes to the 
control System simplicity and robustness. 

0012. In another preferred embodiment of the invention, 
the vibration control System further comprises a circuit in 
electrical communication with the actuator assembly and the 
Sensor. In one embodiment, the Sensor relays information 
about movement, vibration or performance to the circuit, 
which, in response, Signals the actuator assembly to control 
vibration. The vibration in the systems in which the present 
invention are useful may be due to external disturbance or 
due to the inherent disturbances generated by the System 
itself. 

0013 In yet another preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion, the vibration control System further comprises an 
electrical connection to the fabricating System. The electri 
cal connection may provide for the fabricating System to 
Send to, or receive from the Vibration control System infor 
mation Such as abling or disabling Signals, System status 
Signals, or fault/error Status Signals. In another embodiment, 
a circuit according to the invention further comprises a 
control System comprising at least one controller. Such a 
control System may permit auto-tuning, gain Scheduling, 
external gain control, or it may be a linear feed forward 
control, or may serve as another Source of feedback control. 
0.014. In an embodiment of the invention wherein the 
vibration control System has an auto-tuning control, prior to 
operation, the control System injects one or more test signals 
into the System and measures the response. The measured 
response is used to refine an internal model of the plant, and 
the control gains are modified accordingly. Control gains are 
kept constant while the loop is closed. 

0.015. In an embodiment of the invention wherein the 
Vibration control System has a gain Scheduling control, the 
controllers are designed for the System at Several different 
operating points. In the case of a pick and place machine, 
these points would be different positions of the pick and 
place head. The controllers are Stored in memory in the 
digital control System. During operation, Sensors feed infor 
mation to the controller describing the configuration of the 
machine in real time. AS the System moves through each 
operating point, the control System Switches to the optimal 
control gains for that point. A variant of this is that the 
control gains used at any point in time are a linear interpo 
lation of the gains from Several controllerS Stored in memory 
for Several nearby operating points. 

0016. In an embodiment of the invention wherein the 
Vibration control System has an external gain control, the 
control System includes an input which connects to the 
computer System which monitors the overall performance of 
the machine. The controller implemented at any instant in 
time has a gain which is proportional to this signal. The 
monitoring System modifies this gain until optimal perfor 
mance is achieved. If performance begins to move out of 
Specification due to slow time variation, the monitoring 
System would repeat the gain optimization Sequence. 

0.017. In an embodiment of the invention wherein the 
Vibration control System has a feed forward control, in 
addition to the feedback control (controller driven by signals 
originating from Sensors which monitor the Structural vibra 
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tion), an additional Signal which is in phase with a harmonic 
disturbance (Such as motor rotation) provided to the con 
troller. The controller feeds forward a filtered version of this 
Signal. The gains which adjust the magnitude and phase of 
the feed forward control relative to the disturbance Signal are 
adjusted adaptively to minimize the influence of the distur 
bance on the performance. 

0018. In certain embodiments of the invention, the actua 
tor assembly may comprise a Strain actuator, an electroactive 
Strain actuator, a piezoceramic Strain actuator, an electroac 
tive Stack actuator, or at least two actuators. In yet another 
embodiment of the invention, the actuator assembly is in 
electrical communication with the Sensor. 

0019. Also in certain embodiments of the invention, the 
Sensor may comprise a Strain Sensor, an accelerometer, laser 
displacement Sensor, laser interferometer, or at least two 
Sensors. In another embodiment of the invention, the Sensor 
may comprise at least two Sensors measuring at least two 
different Signals. In a preferred embodiment, the Sensor 
directly measures Some aspect directly related to perfor 
mance of the Systems in which the present invention is 
useful. 

0020. In a particularly preferred embodiment of the 
invention, the vibration control System comprises an elec 
tronic link or cable providing information about the trajec 
tory of a gantry and head. 
0021. An actuator assembly according to the present 
invention may include one or more Strain elements, Such as 
a piezoelectric or electroStrictive plate, shell, fiber or com 
posite; a housing forming a protective body about the 
element; and electrical contacts mounted in the housing and 
connecting to the Strain element; these parts together form 
ing a flexible card. At least one Side of the assembly includes 
a thin sheet which is attached to a major face of the Strain 
element, and by bonding the outside of the sheet to an object 
a Stiff Shear-free coupling is obtained between the object and 
the Strain element in the housing. 

0022. In a preferred embodiment, the strain elements are 
piezoceramic plates, which are quite thin, preferably 
between slightly under an eighth of a millimeter to Several 
millimeters thick, and which have a relatively large Surface 
area, with one or both of their width and length dimensions 
being tens or hundreds of times greater than the thickneSS 
dimension. A metallized film makes electrode contact, while 
a bonding agent and insulating material hermetically Seal the 
device against delamination, cracking and environmental 
exposure. The bonding agent used may be an epoxy, Such as 
B-stage or C-Stage epoxy, a thermoplastic, or any other 
material useful in bonding together the piezoceramic plate, 
metallized film and insulating material. The Specific bonding 
agent used will depend on the intended application of the 
device. In a preferred embodiment, the metallized film and 
insulating material are both provided in a flexible circuit of 
tough polymer material, which thus provides robust 
mechanical and electrical coupling to the enclosed elements. 
Alternatively, the metallized film may be located directly on 
the piezoceramic plate, and the insulating material may have 
electrical contacts. 

0023. By way of illustration, an example below describes 
a construction utilizing rectangular PZT plates a quarter 
millimeter thick, with length and width dimensions each of 
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one to three centimeters, each element thus having an active 
Strain-generating face one to ten Square centimeters in area. 
The PZT plates are mounted on or between sheets of a stiff 
Strong polymer, e.g., one half, one or two mil polyimide, 
which is copper clad on one or both Sides and has a Suitable 
conductive electrode pattern formed in the copper layer for 
contacting the PZT plates. Various spacers Surround the 
plates, and the entire Structure is bonded together with a 
Structural polymer into a waterproof, insulated closed pack 
age, having a thickness about the same as the plate thickness, 
e.g., 0.30 to 0.50 millimeters. So enclosed, the package may 
bend, extend and fleX, and undergo sharp impacts, without 
fracturing the fragile PZT elements which are contained 
within. Further, because the conductor pattern is firmly 
attached to the polyimide sheet, even cracking of the PZT 
element does not sever the electrodes, or prevent actuation 
over the full area of the element, or otherwise significantly 
degrade its performance. 
0024. The thin package forms a complete modular unit, 
in the form of a small “card”, complete with electrodes. The 
package may then conveniently be attached by bonding one 
face to a structure So that it couples Strain between the 
enclosed Strain element and the Structure. This may be done 
for example, by Simply attaching the package with an 
adhesive to establish a thin, high shear Strength, coupling 
with the PZT plates, while adding minimal mass to the 
System as a whole. The plates may be actuators, which 
couple energy into the attached Structure, or Sensors which 
respond to strain coupled from the attached structure. 
0.025 In different embodiments, particular electrode pat 
terns are Selectively formed on the Sheet to either pole the 
PZT plates in-plane or cross-plane, and multiple layers of 
PZT elements may be arranged or Stacked in a Single card to 
result in bending or shear, and even Specialized torsional 
actuation. 

0026. In accordance with a further aspect of the inven 
tion, circuit elements are formed in, or with, the vibration 
control System to filter, shunt, or process the Signal produced 
by the PZT elements, to sense the mechanical environment, 
or even to locally perform Switching or power amplification 
for driving the actuation elements. The actuator package 
may be formed with pre-shaped PZT elements, such as 
half-cylinders, into modular Surface-mount Shells Suitable 
for attaching about a pipe, rod or Shaft. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0027. These and other desirable properties of the inven 
tion will be understood from the detailed description of 
illustrative embodiments, wherein: 
0028 FIG. 1A is a system illustration of a typical prior 
art actuator, 

0029 FIGS. 1B and 1C are corresponding illustrations 
of two Systems in accordance with the present invention; 
0030 FIGS. 2A and 2B show top and cross-sectional 
Views, respectively, of a basic actuator or Sensor card in 
accordance with the present invention; FIG. 2C illustrates 
an actuator or Sensor card with circuit elements, 

0031 FIG. 3 illustrates another card; 
0032 FIGS. 4A and 4B show sections through the card 
of FIG. 3; 
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0033 FIGS. 5 and 5A show details of the layer structure 
of the card of FIG. 3; 
0034 FIG. 6 shows an actuator package comb electrodes 
for in-plane actuation; 
0035 FIG. 7 illustrates a torsional actuator package 
using the cards of FIG. 6; 
0036 FIGS. 8A and 8B show actuators mounted as 
Surface mount actuators on a Surface or rod, respectively; 
0037 FIG. 9 shows actuators mounted as mechanical 
elements, 
0038 FIG. 10 shows a block diagram of an embodiment 
of an electroactive vibration control System for a gantry; 
0039 FIG. 11 shows a simulated frequency response on 
a collect and place head at the tip of a gantry, without and 
with electroactive vibration control; 
0040 FIG. 12 shows the simulated time response of a 
collect and place head without and with electroactive con 
trol; 
0041) 
tration; 
0042 FIG. 14 shows the results of a closed loop test on 
the frequency response of a pick and place machine having 
a vibration control System in accordance with the invention; 
0043 FIG. 15 shows the results of a closed loop test on 
the gain control of a pick and place machine having a 
Vibration control System in accordance with the invention; 
0044 FIG. 16 shows the power spectral density of error 
Signals recorded by a laser metrology System in a lithogra 
phy machine; 
004.5 FIGS. 17-20 show different embodiments of the 
invention as used with a fabricating System; 
0046 FIG. 21 shows an embodiment of the invention as 
used with a fabricating System. 

FIG. 13 shows extensional strain energy concen 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0047 Applicants have developed a vibration control sys 
tem particularly useful for controlling vibration in a System 
for fabricating electronicS components. The vibration con 
trol system of the invention is useful for controlling vibra 
tion that is either externally produced in the System for 
fabricating components, or is internal to or inherent in the 
System. Internal vibration may be caused by various motors, 
Such as Step or D.C. motors, or hydraulic or pneumatic 
actuators used in a fabricating System. 
0048. A vibration control system according to the inven 
tion may comprise electroactive actuators and Sensors, inte 
grated with the fabricating System. The control and power 
electronicS may be separate units, located adjacent to the 
equipment and connected to the actuators and Sensors 
through appropriate linking cabling. Alternatively, the con 
trol and power electronics may be a fully integrated System 
with the fabricating System. 

0049. The electroactive actuator may be secured to or 
within the fabricating System in various ways. AS shown in 
FIGS. 17, 19, and 20, for example, the actuator may be fixed 
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into place by a bolt 414 either pushing against or going 
through the actuator. Alternatively, the actuator may be 
Secured by friction, tension, or otherwise force fit. In one 
embodiment, as shown in FIG. 18, the actuator is bonded to 
a plate 412, which, in turn, is bolted to a component of a the 
fabricating system with bolts 414, 414, 414", and 414". In 
another embodiment, the actuator is bonded to a plate, which 
is bolted to a Second plate, and the Second plate is then 
bolted to a component of the fabricating component. In 
another embodiment, the actuator assembly is detachably 
secured within the vibration control system, or detachably 
Secured to a component of a fabricating System. 

0050 FIG. 21 shows an embodiment of the invention as 
used in a fabricating System. In this embodiment, the fab 
ricating System comprises a wafer Stage 400, a reticle Stage 
402, laser interferometers 404, 404, 404", and 404" with 
X&Y mirrors, and a support structure 406. The support 
structure 406 supports a lens assembly 410. The interfer 
ometers 404, 404, 404", and 404" are located on the wafer 
stage 400, the reticle stage 402, and on the lens assembly 
410. Mounted on the Support structure 406 are two actuators 
408 and 408" comprising, for example, an electroactive 
element. Each of the actuators 408 and 408" are in electrical 
communication with a circuit. Signals from the interferom 
eters 404, 404, 404", and 404" are relayed through an SBC 
analog I/O channel and amplifiers to the actuators 408 and 
408", which, in response, controls vibration within the fab 
ricating System. By controlling the vibration within the 
fabricating System, the accuracy of the placement and abso 
lute size of the metallized traces in the Semiconductor on a 
wafer Stage may be improved. Alternatively or in addition, 
the through-put of the fabrication System may be increased 
without decreasing accuracy. 

0051) Useful in this invention are electroactive actuator 
assemblies. FIG. 1A illustrates in schema the process and 
overall arrangement of a prior art Surface mounted piezo 
electric actuator assembly 10. A structure 20, which may be 
a structural or machine element, a plate, airfoil or other 
interactive sheet, or a device or part thereof has a sheet 12 
of Smart material bonded thereto by some combination of 
conductive and structural polymers, 14, 16. An insulator 18, 
which may be formed entirely or in part of the structural 
polymer 16, encloses and protects the Smart material, while 
conductive leads or Surface electrodes are formed or 
attached by the conductive polymer. An external control 
system 30 provides drive signals along lines 32a, 32b to the 
Smart material, and may receive measurement Signals from 
Surface-mounted instrumentation Such as a Strain gauge 35, 
from which it derives appropriate drive Signals. Various 
forms of control are possible. For example, the Strain gauge 
may be positioned to Sense the excitation of a natural 
resonance, and the control System 30 may simply actuate the 
PZT element in response to a Sensor output, So as to Stiffen 
the Structure, and thereby shift its resonant frequency. Alter 
natively, a vibration Sensed by the Sensor may be fed back 
as a processed phase-delayed driving Signal to null out an 
evolving dynamic State, or the actuator may be driven for 
motion control. In better-understood mechanical Systems, 
the controller may be programmed to recognize empirical 
conditions, i.e., aerodynamic States or events, and to Select 
Special control laws that Specify the gain and phase of a 
driving Signal for each actuator 12 to achieve a desired 
change. 
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0052 For all such applications, major work is required to 
attach the bare PZT plate to its control circuitry and to the 
Workpiece, and many of the assembly StepS are Subject to 
failure or, when quantitative control is desired, may require 
extensive modeling of the device after it has been 
assembled, in order to establish control parameters for a 
useful mode of operation that are appropriate for the Specific 
thicknesses and mechanical Stiffnesses achieved in the fab 
rication process. A benefit of packaging an electroactive 
element when bonding to the plate is that electrical isolation 
or capacitive decoupling from the plate, Structure or any part 
of the fabrication System may be achieved. 
0053 FIG. 1B shows an actuator assembly useful in one 
embodiment of the present invention. AS shown, it is a 
modular pack or card 40 that Simply attaches to a structure 
20 with a quick Setting adhesive, Such as a five-minute 
epoxy 13, or in other configurations attaches at a point or 
line. The operations of Sensing and control thus benefit from 
a more readily installable and uniformly modeled actuator 
structure. In particular, the modular pack 40 has the form of 
a card, a Stiff but bendable plate, with one or more electrical 
connectors preferably in the form of pads located at its edge 
(not shown) to plug into a multi-pin Socket So that it may 
connect to a simplified control system 50. As discussed in 
greater detail below with respect to FIG. 2C, the modular 
package 40 may also incorporate planar or low-profile 
circuit elements, which may include Signal processing ele 
ments, Such as weighting or shunting resistors, impedance 
matchers, filters and Signal conditioning preamplifiers, and 
may further include Switching transistors and other ele 
ments to operate under direct digital control, So that the only 
external electrical connections necessary are those of a 
microprocessor or logic controller, and a power Supply. 
0054. In a further embodiment particularly applicable to 
Some low power control situations, a modular package 60 as 
shown in FIG. 1C may include its own power source, such 
as a battery or power cell, and may include a controller, Such 
as a microprocessor chip or programmable logic array, to 
operate on-board drivers and shunts, thus effecting a com 
plete Set of Sensing and control operations without any 
external circuit connections. 

0055. The present invention specifically pertains to 
piezoelectric polymers, and to materials Such as Sintered 
metal Zirconate, niobate crystal or Similar piezoceramic 
materials that are Stiff, yet happen to be quite brittle. It also 
pertains to electroStrictive materials. AS used in the claims 
below, both piezoelectric and electroStrictive elements, in 
which the material of the elements has an electromechanical 
property, will be referred to as electroactive elements. High 
StiffneSS is essential for efficiently transferring Strain acroSS 
the Surface of the element to an outside Structure or work 
piece, typically made of metal or a hard Structural polymer, 
and the invention in its actuator aspect does not generally 
contemplate Soft polymer piezoelectric materials. While the 
terms "stiff and “soft' are relative, it will be understood that 
in this context, the Stiffness, as applied to an actuator, is 
approximately that of a metal, cured epoxy, high-tech com 
posite, or other Stiff material, with a Young's modulus 
greater than 0.1x10, and preferably greater than 0.2x10°. 
When constructing Sensors, instead of actuators, the inven 
tion also contemplates the use of low-StiffneSS piezoelectric 
materials, such as polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) film 
and the Substitution of lower cure temperature bonding or 
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adhesive materials. The principal construction challenges, 
however, arise with the first class of piezo material noted 
above, and these will now be described. 

0056. In general, the invention includes novel forms of 
actuators and methods of making Such actuators, where 
“actuator” is understood to mean a complete and mechani 
cally useful device which, when powered, couples force, 
motion or the like to an object or Structure. In its broad form, 
the making of an actuator involves “packaging a raw 
electroactive element to make it mechanically useful. By 
way of example, raw electroactive piezoelectric materials or 
"elements' are commonly available in a variety of Semi 
processed bulk material forms, including raw piezoelectric 
material in basic shapes, Such as Sheets, rings, washers, 
cylinders and plates, as well as more complex or composite 
forms, Such as Stacks, or hybrid forms that include a bulk 
material with a mechanical element, Such as a lever. These 
materials or raw elements may have metal coated on one or 
more Surfaces to act as electrical contacts, or may be 
non-metallized. In the discussion below, piezoelectric mate 
rials shall be discussed by way of example, and all these 
forms of raw materials shall be referred to as "elements', 
“materials”, or “electroactive elements'. As noted above, the 
invention further includes Structures or devices made by 
these methods and operating as transducers to Sense, rather 
than actuate, a Strain, vibration, position or other physical 
characteristic, So that where applicable below, the term 
“actuator” may include Sensing transducers. 

0057 Embodiments of the invention employ these stiff 
electrically-actuated materials in thin sheets-discS, annuli, 
plates and cylinderS or shells-that are below Several mil 
limeters in thickness, and illustratively about one fifth to one 
quarter millimeter thick. Advantageously, this thin dimen 
Sion allows the achievement of high electric field Strengths 
acroSS a distance comparable to the thickness dimension of 
the plate at a relatively low overall potential difference, So 
that full Scale piezoelectric actuation may be obtained with 
driving Voltages of ten to fifty Volts, or leSS. Such a thin 
dimension also allows the element to be attached to an object 
without greatly changing the Structural or physical response 
characteristics of the object. However, in the prior art, Such 
thin elements are fragile, and may break due to irregular 
Stresses when handled, assembled or cured. The impact from 
falling even a few centimeters may fracture a piezoceramic 
plate, and only extremely Small bending deflections are 
tolerated before breaking. 

0.058. In accordance with the present invention, the thin 
electrically actuated element is encased by layers of Stiff 
insulating material, at least one of which is a tough film 
which has patterned conductors on one of its Surfaces, and 
is thinner than the element itself. A package is assembled 
from the piezo elements, insulating layers, and various 
Spacers or Structural fill material, Such that altogether the 
electrodes, piezo element(s), and enclosing films or layers 
form a Sealed card of a thickness not Substantially greater 
than that of the bare actuating element. Where elements are 
placed in Several layers, as will be described below, the 
package thickness is not appreciably greater than the Sum of 
the thicknesses of the Stacked actuating elements. 

0059 FIG. 2A illustrates a basic embodiment 100 of the 
invention. A thin film 110 of a highly insulating material, 
Such as a polyimide material, is metallized, typically copper 
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clad, on at least one Side, and forms a rectangle which is 
coextensive with or slightly larger than the finished actuator 
package. A Suitable material available for use in fabricating 
multilayer circuit boards is distributed by the Rogers Cor 
poration of Chandler, Arizona as their Flex-I-Mid 3000 
adhesiveless circuit material, and consists of a polyimide 
film formed on a rolled copper foil. A range of sizes are 
available commercially, with the metal foils being of 18 to 
70 micrometer thickness, integrally coated with a polyimide 
film of 13 to 50 micrometer thickness. Other thicknesses 
may be fabricated. In this commercial material, the foil and 
polymer film are directly attached without adhesives, So the 
metal layer may be patterned by conventional masking and 
etching, and multiple patterned layerS may be built up into 
a multilayer board in a manner described more fully below, 
without residual adhesive weakening the assembly or caus 
ing delamination. The rolled copper foil provides high 
in-plane tensile Strength, while the polyimide film presents 
a strong, tough and defect-free electrically insulating barrier. 
0060. In constructions described below, the film consti 
tutes not only an insulator over the electrodes, but also an 
outer Surface of the device. It is therefore required to have 
high dielectric Strength, high shear Strength, water resistance 
and an ability to bond to other surfaces. High thermal 
resistance is necessary in View of the temperature cure used 
in the preferred fabrication process, and is also required for 
Some application environments. In general, polyamide/imi 
des have been found useful, but other materials, Such as 
polyesters or thermoplastics with similar properties, may 
also be used. 

0061. In the present constructions, the foil layer is pat 
terned by conventional masking and etch techniques (for 
example, photoresist masking and patterning, followed by a 
ferric chloride etch), to form electrodes for contacting the 
Surface of piezo plate elements. Alternatively, a more duc 
tile, thin conductive layer may be used. For example, a thin 
conductive layer may be printed on the polymer film or 
directly on the piezoelectric element using Silver conductive 
ink. In FIG. 2A, electrodes 111 extend over one or more 
Sub-regions of the interior of the rectangle, and lead to 
reinforced pads or lands 111a, 111b extending at the edge of 
the device. The electrodes are arranged in a pattern to 
contact a piezoelectric element along a broadly-turning path, 
which crosses the full length and width of the element, and 
thus assures that the element remains connected despite the 
occurrence of a few cracks or local breaks in the electrode 
or the piezo element. Frame members 120 are positioned 
about the perimeter of sheet 110, and at least one piezoelec 
tric plate element 112 is situated in the central region So that 
it is contacted by the electrodes 111. The frame members 
Serve as edge binding, So that the thin laminations do not 
extend to the edge, and they also function as thickness 
Spacers for the hot-press assembly operation described fur 
ther below, and as position-markers which define the loca 
tion of piezo plates that are inserted during the initial Stages 
of assembling the laminated package. 

0062 FIG. 2A is a somewhat schematic view, inasmuch 
as it does not show the layer structure of the device which 
Secures it together, including a further Semi-transparent top 
layer 116 (FIG.2B), which in practice extends over the plate 
112 and together with the spacers 120 and sheet 110 closes 
the assembly. A Similar layer 114 is placed under the piezo 
element, with Suitable cut-outs to allow the electrodes 111 to 
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contact the element. Layers 114, 116 are preferably formed 
of a curable epoxy sheet material, which has a cured 
thickneSS equal to the thickness of the metal electrode layer, 
and which acts as an adhesive layer to join together the 
material contacting it on each side. When cured, this epoxy 
constitutes the structural body of the device, and stiffens the 
assembly, extending entirely over a Substantial portion of the 
Surface of the piezo element to Strengthen the element and 
arrest crack growth, thereby enhancing its longevity. Fur 
thermore, epoxy from this layer actually spreads in a micro 
scopically thin but highly discontinuous film, about 0.0025 
mm thick, over the electrodes, bonding them firmly to the 
piezo plate, but with a sufficient number of voids and 
pinholes So that direct electrical contact between the elec 
trodes and piezo elements Still occurs over a Substantial and 
distributed contact area. 

0.063 FIG. 2B shows a cross-sectional view, not drawn 
to scale, of the embodiment of FIG. 2A. By way of rough 
proportions, taking the piezoelectric plate 112 as 0.2-0.25 
millimeters in thickness, the insulating film 110 is much 
thinner, no more than one-tenth to one-fifth the plate thick 
neSS, and the conductive copper electrode layer 111 may 
have a thickneSS typically of ten to fifty microns, although 
the latter range is not a set of Strict limits, but represents a 
useful range of electrode thicknesses that are electrically 
Serviceable, convenient to manufacture and not So thick as 
to either impair the efficiency of Strain transfer or introduce 
delamination problems. The structural epoxy 114 fills the 
spaces between electrodes 111 in each layer, and has 
approximately the same thickness as those electrodes, So 
that the entire assembly forms a solid block. The spacers 120 
are formed of a relatively compressible material, having a 
low modulus of elasticity, Such as a relatively uncroSSlinked 
polymer, and, when used with a pressure-cured epoxy as 
described below, are preferably of a thickness roughly 
equivalent to the piezoceramic plate or Stack of elements, So 
that they form an edge binding about the other components 
between the top and bottom layers of film 110. 
0064. A preferred method of manufacture involves apply 
ing pressure to the entire package as the layer 116 cures. The 
Spacers 120 Serve to align the piezoceramic plates and any 
circuit elements, as described below with reference to FIGS. 
3-5, and they form a frame that is compressed slightly during 
assembly in the cure Step, at which time it may deform to 
Seal the edges without leaving any StreSS or irregularities. 
Compression eliminates Voids and provides a dense and 
crack-free Solid medium, while the curing heat effects a high 
degree of cross-linking, resulting in high Strength and Stiff 
CSS. 

0065. An assembly process for the embodiment of FIGS. 
2A, 2B is as follows. One or more pieces of copper clad 
polyimide film, each approximately 0.025 to 0.050 millime 
ters thick in total, are cut to a size Slightly larger than the 
ultimate actuator package dimensions. The copper Side of 
the film is masked and patterned to form the desired shape 
of electrodes for contacting a piezo element together with 
conductive leads and any desired lands or access terminals. 
A pitchfork electrode pattern is shown, having three tines 
which are positioned to contact the center and both sides of 
one face of a piezo element, but in other embodiments an H 
or a comb-shape is used. The patterning may be done by 
masking, etching and then cleaning, as is familiar from 
circuit board or Semiconductor processing technology. The 
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masking is effected by photoresist patterning, Screening, 
tape masking, or other Suitable process. Each of these 
electroded pieces of polyimide film, like a classical printed 
circuit board, defines the positions of circuit elements or 
actuator sheets, and will be referred to below Simply as a 
“flex circuit.” However, methods and devices of the inven 
tion also contemplate using an electroded piezo element, an 
insulator, and electrical contacts, rather than a “flex circuit'. 

0066 Next, uncured sheet epoxy material having 
approximately the same thickneSS or Slightly thicker than the 
electrode foil layer is cut, optionally with through-apertures 
matching the electrode pattern to allow enhanced electrical 
contact when assembled, and is placed over each flex circuit, 
So it adheres to the flex circuit and forms a planarizing layer 
between and around the electroded portions. The backing is 
then removed from the epoxy layers attached to the flex 
circuits, and pre-cut Spacers 120 are placed in position at 
corner and edges of the flex circuit. The Spacers outline a 
frame which extends above the plane of the electrodes, and 
defines one or more recesses into which the piezo elements 
are to be fitted in Subsequent assembly Steps. The piezo 
element or elements are then placed in the recesses defined 
by the spacers, and a second electroded film 111, 112 with 
its own planarizing/bonding layer 114 is placed over the 
element in a position to form electrode contacts for the top 
of the piezo element. If the device is to have several layers 
of piezo elements, as would be the case for Some bending 
actuator constructions, these assembly Steps are repeated for 
each additional electroded film and piezoelectric plate, bear 
ing in mind that a polyimide film which is clad and patterned 
on both sides may be used when forming an intermediate 
electrode layer that is to contact actuator elements both 
above and below the intermediate sheet. 

0067. Once all elements are in place, the completed 
Sandwich assembly of patterned flex circuits, piezo sheets, 
Spacers and curable patterned epoxy layerS is placed in a 
preSS between heated platens, and is cured at an elevated 
temperature and pressure to harden the assembly into a Stiff, 
crack-free actuator card. In a representative embodiment, a 
cure cycle of thirty minutes at 350 F. and 50-100 psi 
preSSure is used. The epoxy is Selected to have a curing 
temperature below the depoling temperature of the piezo 
elements, yet achieve a high degree of Stiffness. 

0068 The above construction illustrates a simple actuator 
card having a single piezo plate Sandwiched between two 
electroded films, So that the plate transferS Shear Strain 
efficiently through a thin film to the surface of the actuator 
card. The measure of transfer efficiency, given by the Shear 
modulus divided by layer thickness Squared, and referred to 
as gamma (T), depends on the moduli and thickness of the 
epoxy 114, the rolled foil electrodes 111, and the polyimide 
film 110. In a representative embodiment in which the epoxy 
and copper electrode layers are 1.4 mils thick and the epoxy 
has a modulus of 0.5x10", a gamma of approximately 
9x10 pounds/inch" is achieved. Using a thinner epoxy layer 
and film with 0.8 mil foil, Substantially higher r is achieved. 
In general, the gamma of the electrode/epoxy layer is greater 
than 5x10" pounds/inch", while that of the film is greater 
than 2x10" pounds/inch". 
0069. It should be noted that using PZT actuator plates 
ten mils thick, a card having two PZT plates Stacked over 
each other with three flex circuit electroded film layers (the 
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middle one being double clad to contact both plates) has a 
total thickness of 28 mils, only forty percent greater than the 
plates alone. In terms of mass loading, the weight of the 
actuator elements represents 90% of the total weight of this 
assembly. Generally, the plates occupy fifty to Seventy 
percent of the package thickness, and constitute Seventy to 
ninety percent of its mass, in other constructions. Thus, the 
actuator itself allows near-theoretical performance model 
ing. This construction offers a high degree of Versatility as 
well, for implementing benders (as just described) as well as 
Stacks or arrays of Single sheets. 

0070 Another useful performance index of the actuator 
constructed in accordance with the present invention is the 
high ratio of actuator Straine to the free piezo element Strain 
A, which is approximately (0.8) for the two layer embodi 
ment described herein, and in general is greater than (0.5). 
Similarly, the ratio of package to free element curvatures, K, 
is approximately 0.85–0.90 for the described constructions, 
and in general is greater than 0.7. 

0071. Thus, overall, the packaging involved in construct 
ing a piezo element embedded in a flex circuit impairs its 
weight and electromechanical operating characteristics by 
well under 50%, and as little as 10%, while profoundly 
enhancing its hardineSS and mechanical operating range in 
other important respects. For example, while the addition of 
sheet packaging Structure to the base element would appear 
to decrease attainable K, in practical use the flex card 
construction results in piezo bender constructions wherein 
much greater total deflection may be achieved, Since large 
plate Structures may be fabricated and high curvature may be 
repeatedly actuated, without crack failure or other mechani 
cal failure modes arising. Several Figures will illustrate the 
variety of constructions to which Such enhanced physical 
characteristics are brought. 

0.072 First, the structure of an electroactive element 
embedded between flex circuits not only provides a low 
mass unified mechanical Structure with predictable response 
characteristics, but also allows the incorporation of circuit 
elements into or onto the actuator card. FIG.2C shows a top 
view of one device 70 of this type, wherein regions 71, 73 
each contain broad electroactive sheets, while a central 
region 72 contains circuit or power elements, including a 
battery 75, a planar power amplification or Set of amplifiers 
77, a microprocessor 79, and a plurality of strain gauges 78. 
Other circuit elements 82a, 82b may be located elsewhere 
along the path of circuit conductorS 81 about the periphery. 
As with the other embodiments, spacers 120 define layout 
and Seal edges of the device, while electrodes 111 attach the 
electroactive elements to the processing or control circuitry 
which is now built-in. The circuit elements 82a, 82b may 
comprise weighting resistors if the device is operated as a 
Sensor, or shunting resistors to implement passive damping 
control. Alternatively, they may be filtering, amplifying, 
impedance matching or Storage elements, Such as capacitors, 
amplifiers or the like. In any case, these elements also are 
located away from electroactive plates 84. The components 
collectively may sense Strain and implement various patterns 
of actuation in response to Sensed conditions, or perform 
other Sensing or control tasks. 

0.073 Returning now to the actuator aspect of the inven 
tion, FIG. 3 shows a top view of an actuator package 200 
having dimensions of about 1.25x9.00x0.030 inches and 
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assembled with two layers of piezoelectric plates of four 
plates each. A rectangular polyimide sheet 210 with an end 
tab 210a carries an electrode 211 in the form of a lattice of 
H-shaped thin copper lines interconnected to each other and 
to a Single runner 211 a that leads out to the tab, thus 
providing a low impedance connection directly to each of 
four rectangular regions which hold the piezo plates. 

0074 Spacer elements 220a, 220b of H-shape, or 220c of 
L-shape mark off corners and delineate the rectangular 
Spaces for location of the piezo plates 216. In this embodi 
ment, a plurality of gaps 230, discussed further below, 
appear between adjacent the H- or L-spacers. AS will be 
apparent from the description below, the use of these Small 
discrete spacer elements (I-, T- or O-shaped spacers may 
also be convenient) is enhanced because they may be readily 
placed on the tacky bonding epoxy layer 114 during assem 
bly to mark out assembly positions and form a receiving 
receSS for the piezo elements. However, the Spacer Structure 
is not limited to Such a collection of discrete elements, but 
may be a Single or couple of frame pieces, formed as a 
punched-out sheet or molded frame, to provide all, or one or 
more, orienting and/or Sealing edges, or recesses for holding 
actuation of circuit components. 

0075 FIG. 5 illustrates a top view of each of the three 
sheet, electrode and piezo plate layerS Separately, while FIG. 
5A illustrates the general layering Sequence of the film, 
conductor, and Spacer/piezo layers. AS shown, the Spacers 
220 and piezo plates 216 constitute a single layer between 
each pair of electrode layers. 

0.076 FIGS. 4A and 4B (not drawn to scale) illustrate the 
layer Structure of the assembled actuator along the vertical 
sections at the positions indicated by “A” and “B” in FIG. 
3. As more clearly shown in FIG. 4A, a patterned bonding 
layer of epoxy sheet 214 is coplanar with each electrode 
layer 211 and fills the space between electrodes, while the 
Spacer 220c is coplanar with the piezo plate 216 and 
Substantially the same thickness as the plate or slightly 
thicker. Illustratively, the piezo plate 216 is a PZT-5A 
ceramic plate, available commercially in a five to twenty mil 
thickness, and has a continuous conductive layer 216a 
covering each face for contacting the electrodes 211. The 
Spacers 220 are formed of Somewhat compressible plastic 
with a softening temperature of about 250 C. This allows a 
fair degree of conformability at the cure temperature So the 
spacer material may fill slight voids 214a (FIG. 4A) during 
the assembly process. As shown in FIG. 4B, the gaps 230 
(when provided) between spacers result in openings 214b 
which vent exceSS epoxy from the curable bonding layers 
214, and fill with epoxy during the cure process. AS illus 
trated in that FIGURE, a certain amount of epoxy also 
bleeds over into patches of film 215 between the electrodes 
211 and the piezo plate 216. Because of the large and 
continuous extent of electrode 211, this patchy leakage of 
epoxy does not impair the electrical contact with the piezo 
elements, and the additional Structural connection it pro 
vides helps prevent electrode delamination. 

0077. It will be appreciated that with the illustrated 
arrangements of electrodes, each vertically Stacked pair of 
piezo plates may be actuated in opposition to each other to 
induce bending, or more numerous Separate electrodes may 
be provided to allow different pairs of plates to be actuated 
in different ways. In general, as noted above, the invention 
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contemplates even quite complex Systems involving many 
Separate elements actuated in different ways, with Sensing, 
control, and power or damping elements all mounted on the 
Same card. In this regard, great flexibility in adapting the 
card to practical tasks is further provided by its flexibility. In 
general, it has a Supple flexibility comparable to that of an 
epoxy Strip thirty mils thick, So that it may be bent, Struck 
or Vibrated without damage. It may also be Sharply bent or 
curved in the region of its center line CL (FIG. 3) where no 
piezo elements are encased, to conform to an attaching 
Surface or corner. The elements may be poled to change 
dimension in-plane or cross-plane, and the actuators may 
therefore be attached to transmit Strain to an adjacent Surface 
in a manner effective to perform any of the above-described 
control actions, or to launch particular waveforms or types 
of acoustic energy, Such as flexural, shear or compressional 
waves into an adjacent Surface. 

0078 FIG. 6 shows another actuator embodiment 300. In 
this embodiment, illustrated Schematically, the epoxy bond 
ing layer, film and Spacer elements are not shown, but only 
electrode and piezo sheets are illustrated to convey the 
operative mechanisms. A first set of electrodes 340 and 
Second Set 342 are both provided in the same layer, each 
having the shape of a comb with the two combS interdigi 
tated So that an electrical actuation field is set up between the 
tooth of one comb and an adjacent tooth of the other comb. 
In FIG. 6, a parallel pair of combs 340a, 342a is provided 
on the other side of the piezo sheet, with comb electrode 340 
tied to 340a, and comb electrode 342 tied to 342a, so as to 
Set up an electric field with equipotential lines “e' extending 
through the piezo sheet, and in-plane potential gradient 
between each pair of teeth from different combs. In the 
embodiment shown, the piezoceramic plates are not metal 
lized, So direct electrical contact is made between each comb 
and the plate. The plates are poled in-plane, by initially 
applying a high Voltage across the combs to create a field 
Strength above one two thousand Volts per inch directed 
along the in-plane direction. This orients the piezo Structure 
So that Subsequent application of a potential difference 
across the two-comb electrodes results in in-plane (shear) 
actuation. Thus, the direct contact of interdigital electrodes 
provides to the piezo element an electrical field which is 
generally parallel to the actuation direction. 

0079. In addition to shear actuation, directional actuation 
and damping may be effected using methods or devices of 
the invention. For example, as shown in FIG. 7, two such 
actuators 300 may be crossed to provide torsional actuation. 

0080. In discussing the embodiments above, the direct 
transfer of Strain energy through the electrode/polyimide 
layer to any adjoining Structure has been identified as a 
distinct and novel advantage. Such operation may be useful 
for actuation tasks or diverse as airfoil shape control actua 
tion and noise or vibration cancellation or control. FIGS. 8A 
and 8B illustrates typical installations of flat (FIG. 8A) and 
hemicylindrical (FIG. 8B) embodiments 60 of the actuator, 
applied to a flat or slightly curved Surface, and a shaft, 
respectively. 

0081. However, while the electromechanical materials of 
these actuatorS operate by Strain energy conversion, appli 
cations of the present invention extend beyond Strain-cou 
pling through the actuator Surface, and include numerous 
Specialized mechanical constructions in which the motion, 
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torque or force applied by the actuator as a whole is utilized. 
In each of these embodiments, the basic Strip- or shell 
shaped Sealed actuator is employed as a robust, Springy 
mechanical element, pinned or connected at one or more 
points along its length. As shown in FIG. 9, when electri 
cally actuated, the Strip then functions, alone or with other 
elements, as a Self-moving lever, flap, leaf Spring, Stack or 
bellows. In the diagrams of FIGS. 9(a)-9(q), the elements A, 
A, A" . . . are Strip or sheet actuatorS Such as shown in the 
above FIGURES, while small triangles indicate fixed or 
pinned positions which correspond, for example, to rigid 
mounting points or points of connection to a structure. 
Arrows indicate a direction of movement or actuation or the 
contact point for Such actuation, while L indicates a lever 
attached to the actuator and S indicates a Stack element or 
actuatOr. 

0082) The configurations of FIGS. 9(a)-9(c) as stacks, 
benders, or pinned benderS may replace many conventional 
actuators. For example, a cantilevered beam may carry a 
Stylus to provide highly controlled Single-axis displacement 
to constitute a highly linear, large displacement positioning 
mechanism of a pen plotter. Especially interesting mechani 
cal properties and actuation characteristics are expected 
from multi-element configurations 9(d) et seq., which capi 
talize on the actuators having a sheet extent and being 
mechanically robust. Thus, as shown in FIGS. 9(d) and (e), 
a pin-pin bellows configuration may be useful for extended 
and precise one-axis Z-movement positioning, by Simple 
face-contacting movement, for applications Such as camera 
focusing, or may be useful for implementing a peristalsis 
type pump by utilizing the movement of the entire face 
bearing against a fluid. As noted in connection with FIG. 3, 
the flex circuit is highly compliant, So hinged or folded 
edges may be implemented by Simply folding along posi 
tions such as the centerline in FIG. 3, allowing a closed 
bellows assembly to be made with small number of large, 
multi-element actuator units. The flex circuit construction 
allows Strips or checkerboards of actuator elements to be 
laid out with fold lines between each adjacent pair of 
elements, and the fold lines may be impressed with a thin 
profile by using a contoured (e.g. waffle-iron) press platen 
during the cure Stage. With Such a construction, an entire 
seamless bellows or other folded actuator may be made from 
a single flex circuit assembly. 
0083. As noted above, the piezo element need not be a 

Stiff ceramic element, and if the flex circuit is to be used only 
as a Sensor, then either a ceramic element, or a Soft material 
such as PVDF may be employed. In the case of the polymer, 
a thinner more pliant low temperature adhesive is used for 
coupling the element, rather than a hard curable epoxy 
bonding layer. 

0084 Certain embodiments of the invention are exem 
plified below. 

EXAMPLE 1. 

0085. In this example, a vibration control system was 
designed to determine certain parameters of functional 
requirements of a gantry active control System. The fun 
tional requirements defined included (but were not limited 
to) the following: 

0.086 Accuracy 
0087. Settling time 
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0088 Mass, size and location of the actuators and 
SCSOS 

0089 Power 

0090 Peak strains 

0.091 Lifetime 
0092 Temperature range 

0093 Exposure to humidity and solvents 

0094) Cost 
0095 Interfaces with existing gantry control system 

0096. In order to gather data on the structural response of 
a gantry during operation, the gantry was equipped with an 
array of piezoelectric Strain Sensors and accelerometers. 
Placement and sizing of the piezoelectric actuators required 
accurate Strain mode shape information, which were 
obtained from this data, and were compared to the Finite 
Element Model (“FEM”). One important piece of informa 
tion obtained in this phase of the project involved the effect 
of different head positions on the dynamics. Both the actua 
tor design and any control Software design depended on 
when the vibration control was applied, i.e., while the head 
was moving along the gantry, and/or after it had stopped at 
an arbitrary position on the gantry. 

0097 Data was acquired both with and without a friction 
block in place, to allow at least analytical evaluation of the 
potential for complete replacement of the friction block by 
the electroactive vibration control System. 
0098. Using the data acquired above, along with finite 
element modeling information, the System-level design was 
performed. This design involved Selecting a System archi 
tecture, including actuator placement, type of Sensor, and the 
type of control algorithm. AS discussed above, with the 
moving head having a significant effect on the gantry 
dynamics, the electroactive vibration control System's effec 
tiveness was improved by making the trajectory information 
available in the motion control system. This information 
may be relayed to the motion control System with a simple 
clip lead attached to the proper point in the motion control 
ler's circuitry. For example, information Such as the plots of 
motor current, which is often easily accessible, may be 
provided to the vibration control system. 
0099. After selecting the system architecture, an analyti 
cal "input/output' model of the System was developed, to 
design the control algorithm for Vibration control, and to 
Simulate its performance. The System design was compared 
to the functional requirements, to ensure compliance. This 
analysis Served to define the Specifications on the various 
components of the control System, especially the analog 
Sensor Signal conditioning electronics, the digital Signal 
processor (DSP) based control unit, and the power amplifier 
used to provide the necessary Voltage and current to the 
electroactive actuators. 

0100 Each of the components of the electroactive vibra 
tion control System were then designed, including the Vari 
ous electronic components. The electroactive actuators 
themselves were fabricated using methods disclosed herein. 
Each actuator was tested using Standard quality control 
methods. All electronics were fabricated and tested for 
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functionality and for compliance with the Specifications 
devised in the System design task. 
0101. An important aspect of the design involved the 
integration of the actuators and Sensors with the gantry. For 
example, for a given gantry, a 0.5 mm actuator thickness 
may be determined to not likely interfere with motion of the 
head along the gantry. The types of cable used to connect the 
actuators and Sensor on the gantry to the electronic equip 
ment were then determined. 

0102) In this particular example, the gantry of an auto 
mated SMT electronicS collect and place equipment was 
equipped with actuators, Sensors and electronics, and anay 
lyzed using an FEM with plate elements. The basic concept, 
shown in block diagram in FIG. 10, includes electroactive 
Strain actuators and Sensors bonded to the gantry, along with 
the necessary power, Signal, and digital control electronics to 
achieve Vibration reduction. For the purposes of this study, 
the head was assumed to be fixed at the end of the gantry. 
The installation of actuators was done using a vacuum 
bonding procedure. 

0.103 “Open loop” testing was then performed. Open 
loop testing involves injecting Signals into the actuators and 
measuring the response of the gantry to confirm experimen 
tally the analytical modeling done earlier in this study. This 
testing was performed with the gantry and head Stationary, 
as well as moving along Some "standard’ trajectories. The 
Signal(s) to be passed from the gantry and head motion 
controller to the vibration control System were measured as 
well during these tests. The electoactive actuators were 
distributed over 10% of the Surface area of the gantry having 
the maximum Strain energy in the first natural mode of 
vibration. The effectiveness of the actuator distribution at 
exciting the first three modes of vibration was modeled 
using design software. Between 80-84% of all strain energy 
is in the plate elements; and between 62-75% of the plates 
energy is extensional Strain, and therefore available for 
capture by electroactive control devices bonded to the 
Surface. Thus, at least 52% of the Strain energy in a mode is 
available. Some of this energy is in the frame/Support for the 
moving head. As shown in FIG. 13, the extensional strain 
energy was Sorted to maximize performance for a given 
amount of electroactive element. 

0104 Damping was added to the structural model. Plots 
of acceleration verSuS time at the head, after impact by a 
hammer, showed roughly 5% of critical damping in the first 
mode with the friction block in place. 
0105 Feedback control was designed using the standard 
Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) approach, ensuring that 
piezoelectric actuation control Voltages did not exceed the 
actuator device limits. Actuation Voltages in the closed 
feedback loop are proportional to the input disturbance 
forces associated with the motion of the gantry. Here, the 
gantry was assumed to accelerate in the y-direction (trans 
verse to the gantry axis) at a constant 25 m/s until maximum 
velocity of 3 m/s was reached. The D'Alembert inertial force 
asSociated with a 10 kg mass was applied at the center of 
gravity of the head. This mass included the 5 kg head mass, 
plus 5 kg of effective gantry mass. 
0106 The improvements in damping and settling time 
were then determined after Simulating the vibration-con 
trolled System's frequency and time domain responses. 
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Frequency responses are simulated in FIG. 11, measured at 
a point on the underside of the pick and place head, in the 
y-direction. The reduction in dynamic response to a unit 
input force is evident in this figure. As shown in FIG. 11, as 
well as Table I, mode 1 closed loop damping was about 12%, 
mode 2 closed loop damping was about 11%, and mode 3 
closed loop damping was about 10%. Time responses at the 
Same point, in the same direction, are simulated in FIG. 12. 
This simulation shows a dramatic reduction in Settling time 
with the electroactive control. Thus, very effective control 
can be achieved with very little additional mass. 

TABLE I 

Gantry structural dynamic parameters. 

Inherent 
Frequency Damping Ratio 

Damping Ratio 
with Piezo 

Mode Description (Hz) (% of critical) Control (%) 

1 Twisting about 46 5 12 
gantry axis 

2 Bending in Xy 93 5 11 
(scanning) plane 

3 Coupled bend/twist 136 5 1O 

0107 The gantry/head structural dynamic properties, 
from FEM, are shown in Table I. The representative actuator 
distribution designed here was 0.5 mm thick, with an area of 
330 cm, and a mass of less than 100 g. The closed loop 
modal damping, also shown in Table I, was at least twice the 
assumed 5% value inherent to the gantry with the friction 
block, for all three modes of vibration included in the 
analysis. Thus, the vibration amplitude and Settling time 
were significantly reduced. 
0108) As shown in FIGS. 14 and 15, the vibration 
control System induced changes in the frequency response 
and gain control. In this Study, the damping was increased by 
over one order of magnitude. This increase corresponds to 
an increase in placement accuracy of a factor of ten. 
0109) Following the open loop tests, the data was ana 
lyzed and the final control algorithm design was performed. 
If necessary, the actuator and Sensor hardware may be 
modified to ensure compliance with the functional require 
ments. Then, “closed loop” testing of the final electroactive 
Vibration control System may be performed. Closed loop 
testing is generally when actuators are driven at least in part 
by Signals generated by Sensors. 
0110. This study demonstrated that effective active elec 
troactive vibration control of the gantry is possible. 

EXAMPLE 2 

0111 A vibration control system in accordance with the 
invention was used in a lithography machine. AS shown in 
FIG. 16, which shows the power spectral density of error 
Signals recorded by a laser metrology System, use of the 
vibration control system resulted in a three-fold reduction in 
system response in the band from 75 to 125 Hz. The 
reduction in the peak using the vibration control System 
would be expected to reduce the System image blur by a 
factor of two-three after conventional methods are used to 
reduce peaks at 50 Hz and 225 Hz. Alternatively, in some 
cases, the vibration control System might be used to reduce 
the peaks at 50 Hz or 225 Hz or at other levels. Reducing the 
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image blur allows the fabrication System to produce finer 
trace dimensions and feature sizes and improves the accu 
racy of the feature placement. 
0112 The foregoing description of embodiments and 
examples of the present invention are presented to demon 
Strate the range of constructions to which the invention 
applies. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that many 
other modifications and variations of the invention as Set 
forth hereinabove may be made without departing from the 
Spirit and Scope thereof. 

1-26. (canceled) 
27. A vibration control system for use in a fabricating 

System, Said vibration control System comprising: 
an actuator assembly for controlling vibration; 
Said actuator assembly comprising 

(a) a strain element comprising a piezoelectric or 
electrorestrictive plate, shell, fiber or composite; and 

(b) a conductor; 
wherein Said Strain element and Said conductor are 

mounted in a housing forming a protective body 
about the Strain element, together forming a flexible 
actuator assembly; and 

a circuit in electrical communication with Said actuator 
assembly; 

wherein said circuit signals said actuator assembly to 
control vibration of Said fabricating System. 

28. A vibration control system for use in a fabricating 
System, Said vibration control System comprising: 

an actuator assembly for controlling vibration; 
Said actuator assembly comprising 

(a) a strain element comprising a piezoelectric or 
electrorestrictive plate, shell, fiber or composite; and 

(b) a conductor; 
wherein Said Strain element and Said conductor are 

mounted in a housing forming a protective body 
about the Strain element, together forming a flexible 
actuator assembly; and 

a Sensor for detecting at least one parameter of perfor 
mance of Said fabricating System and producing a 
Signal in response thereto; 

and a circuit in electrical communication with Said actua 
tor assembly and Said Sensor; 

wherein, upon the detection of Said at least one parameter 
of performance by Said Sensor, Said Sensor Signals Said 
circuit, which, in response, activates Said actuator 
assembly to control vibration. 

29. A vibration control system for use with a fabricating 
System having a Support Structure, Said vibration control 
System comprising: 

an actuator assembly for controlling vibration; 
Said actuator assembly comprising 

(a) a strain element comprising a piezoelectric or 
electrorestrictive plate, shell, fiber or composite; and 

(b) a conductor; 
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wherein Said Strain element and Said conductor are 
mounted in a housing forming a protective body 
about the Strain element, together forming a flexible 
actuator assembly; and 

a Sensor for detecting at least one parameter of dis 
placement of Said fabricating System and producing 
a signal in response thereto, and 

a circuit in electrical communication with Said actuator 
assembly and Said Sensor; 

wherein, upon the detection of Said at least one parameter 
of displacement by Said Sensor, Said Sensor Signals Said 
circuit, which, in response, activates Said actuator 
assembly to control vibration in Said Support Structure. 

30. A fabricating System comprising: 

an actuator assembly for controlling vibration; 
Said actuator assembly comprising 

(a) a strain element comprising a piezoelectric or 
electrorestrictive plate, shell, fiber or composite; and 

(b) a conductor; 
wherein Said Strain element and Said conductor are 

mounted in a housing forming a protective body 
about the Strain element, together forming a flexible 
actuator assembly; 

a Sensor for detecting at least one parameter of displace 
ment of Said fabricating System and producing a signal 
in response thereto, and 

a circuit in electrical communication with Said actuator 
assembly and Said Sensor; 

wherein, upon the detection of Said at least one parameter 
of displacement by Said Sensor, Said Sensor Signals Said 
circuit, which, in response, activates Said actuator 
assembly to control vibration. 

31. A vibration control system for use with a fabricating 
System, Said vibration control System comprising: 

an actuator assembly for controlling vibration; 
Said actuator assembly comprising 

(a) a strain element comprising a piezoelectric or 
electrorestrictive plate, shell, fiber or composite; and 

(b) a conductor; 
wherein Said Strain element and Said conductor are 

mounted in a housing forming a protective body 
about the Strain element, together forming a flexible 
actuator assembly comprising a thin sheet attached to 
a major face of the Strain element; 

a Sensor for detecting at least one parameter of displace 
ment of Said fabricating System and producing a signal 
in response thereto, and 

a circuit in electrical communication with Said actuator 
assembly and Said Sensor; 
wherein, upon the detection of Said at least one param 

eter of displacement by Said Sensor, Said Sensor 
Signals said circuit, which, in response, activates Said 
actuator assembly to control vibration. 
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32. A vibration control System for use in a fabricating 
System, Said vibration control System comprising: 

an actuator assembly for controlling vibration; 
Said actuator assembly comprising 

(a) a strain element comprising a piezoelectric or 
electrorestrictive plate, shell, fiber or composite; and 

(b) a conductor; 
wherein Said Strain element and Said conductor are 

mounted in a housing forming a protective body 
about the Strain element, together forming a flexible 
actuator assembly comprising a thin sheet attached to 
a major face of the Strain element, and 

a circuit in electrical communication with Said actuator 
assembly; 

wherein Said circuit Signals Said actuator assembly to 
control vibration of Said fabricating System. 

33. A vibration control system for use in a fabricating 
System, Said vibration control System comprising: 

an actuator assembly for controlling vibration; 
Said actuator assembly comprising 

(a) a strain element comprising a piezoelectric or 
electrorestrictive plate, shell, fiber or composite; and 

(b) a conductor; 
wherein Said Strain element and Said conductor are 

mounted in a housing forming a protective body 
about the Strain element, together forming a flexible 
actuator assembly comprising a thin sheet attached to 
a major face of the Strain element, and 

a Sensor for detecting at least one parameter of perfor 
mance of Said fabricating System and producing a 
Signal in response thereto; 

and a circuit in electrical communication with Said actua 
tor assembly and Said Sensor; 

wherein, upon the detection of Said at least one parameter 
of performance by Said Sensor, Said Sensor Signals Said 
circuit, which, in response, activates Said actuator 
assembly to control vibration. 

34. A vibration control system for use with a fabricating 
System having a Support Structure, Said vibration control 
System comprising: 

an actuator assembly for controlling vibration; 
Said actuator assembly comprising 

(a) a strain element comprising a piezoelectric or 
electrorestrictive plate, shell, fiber or composite; and 

(b) a conductor; 
wherein Said Strain element and Said conductor are 

mounted in a housing forming a protective body 
about the Strain element, together forming a flexible 
actuator assembly comprising a thin sheet attached to 
a major face of the Strain element, and 

a Sensor for detecting at least one parameter of displace 
ment of Said fabricating System and producing a signal 
in response thereto, and 
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a circuit in electrical communication with Said actuator 
assembly and Said Sensor; 

wherein, upon the detection of Said at least one parameter 
of displacement by Said Sensor, Said Sensor Signals Said 
circuit, which, in response, activates Said actuator 
assembly to control vibration in Said Support Structure. 

35. A fabricating System comprising: 
an actuator assembly for controlling vibration; 
Said actuator assembly comprising 

(a) a strain element comprising a piezoelectric or 
electrorestrictive plate, shell, fiber or composite; and 

(b) a conductor; 
wherein Said Strain element and Said conductor are 

mounted in a housing forming a protective body 
about the Strain element, together forming a flexible 
actuator assembly comprising a thin sheet attached to 
a major face of the Strain element, and 

a Sensor for detecting at least one parameter of displace 
ment of Said fabricating System and producing a signal 
in response thereto, and 

a circuit in electrical communication with Said actuator 
assembly and Said Sensor; 
wherein, upon the detection of Said at least one param 

eter of displacement by Said Sensor, Said Sensor 
Signals Said circuit, which, in response, activates Said 
actuator assembly to control vibration. 

36. A vibration control system for use with a fabricating 
System, Said vibration control System comprising: 

an actuator assembly for controlling vibration; 
Said actuator assembly comprising 

(a) a strain element comprising a thin piezoelectric or 
electrorestrictive element having one or both of the 
length and width dimensions of the thin element at 
least tens of time greater than the thickness of the 
thin element; and 

(b) a conductor; 
wherein Said Strain element and Said conductor are 

mounted in a housing forming a protective body 
about the Strain element, together forming a flexible 
actuator assembly; 

a Sensor for detecting at least one parameter of displace 
ment of Said fabricating System and producing a signal 
in response thereto, and 

a circuit in electrical communication with Said actuator 
assembly and Said Sensor; 
wherein, upon the detection of Said at least one param 

eter of displacement by Said Sensor, Said Sensor 
Signals said circuit, which, in response, activates Said 
actuator assembly to control vibration. 

37. A vibration control system for use in a fabricating 
System, Said vibration control System comprising: 

an actuator assembly for controlling vibration; 
Said actuator assembly comprising 

(a) a strain element comprising a thin piezoelectric or 
electrorestrictive element having one or both of the 
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length and width dimensions of the thin element at 
least tens of time greater than the thickness of the 
thin element; and 

(b) a conductor; 
wherein Said Strain element and Said conductor are 

mounted in a housing forming a protective body 
about the Strain element, together forming a flexible 
actuator assembly; 

Said actuator assembly comprising 
(a) a Strain element comprising a thin piezoelectric or 

electrorestrictive element having one or both of the 
length and width dimensions of the thin element at 
least tens of time greater than the thickness of the 
thin element; and 

(b) a conductor; 
wherein Said Strain element and Said conductor are 

mounted in a housing forming a protective body 
about the Strain element, together forming a flexible 
actuator assembly; and 

a circuit in electrical communication with Said actuator 
assembly; 
wherein Said circuit Signals Said actuator assembly to 

control vibration of Said fabricating System. 
38. A vibration control system for use in a fabricating 

System, Said vibration control System comprising: 
an actuator assembly for controlling vibration; 
Said actuator assembly comprising 

(a) a Strain element comprising a thin piezoelectric or 
electrorestrictive element having one or both of the 
length and width dimensions of the thin element at 
least tens of time greater than the thickness of the 
thin element; and 

(b) a conductor; 
wherein Said Strain element and Said conductor are 

mounted in a housing forming a protective body 
about the Strain element, together forming a flexible 
actuator assembly; and 

a Sensor for detecting at least one parameter of perfor 
mance of Said fabricating System and producing a 
Signal in response thereto; 

and a circuit in electrical communication with Said actua 
tor assembly and Said Sensor; 

wherein, upon the detection of Said at least one parameter 
of performance by Said Sensor, Said Sensor Signals Said 
circuit, which, in response, activates Said actuator 
assembly to control vibration. 

39. A vibration control system for use with a fabricating 
System having a Support Structure, Said vibration control 
System comprising: 

an actuator assembly for controlling vibration; 
Said actuator assembly comprising 

(a) a Strain element comprising a thin piezoelectric or 
electrorestrictive element having one or both of the 
length and width dimensions of the thin element at 
least tens of time greater than the thickness of the 
thin element; and 
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(b) a conductor; 
wherein Said Strain element and Said conductor are 

mounted in a housing forming a protective body 
about the Strain element, together forming a flexible 
actuator assembly; and 

a Sensor for detecting at least one parameter of displace 
ment of Said fabricating System and producing a signal 
in response thereto, and 

a circuit in electrical communication with Said actuator 
assembly and Said Sensor; 

wherein, upon the detection of Said at least one parameter 
of displacement by Said Sensor, Said Sensor Signals Said 
circuit, which, in response, activates Said actuator 
assembly to control vibration in Said Support Structure. 

40. A fabricating System comprising: 

an actuator assembly for controlling vibration; 
Said actuator assembly comprising 

(a) a strain element comprising a thin piezoelectric or 
electrorestrictive element having one or both of the 
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length and width dimensions of the thin element at 
least tens of time greater than the thickness of the 
thin element; and 

(b) a conductor; 
wherein Said Strain element and Said conductor are 

mounted in a housing forming a protective body 
about the Strain element, together forming a flexible 
actuator assembly; and 

a Sensor for detecting at least one parameter of displace 
ment of Said fabricating System and producing a signal 
in response thereto, and 

a circuit in electrical communication with Said actuator 
assembly and Said Sensor; 

wherein, upon the detection of Said at least one param 
eter of displacement by Said Sensor, Said Sensor 
Signals said circuit, which, in response, activates Said 
actuator assembly to control vibration. 


